
GRADE 7 – PRATICE TEST 3 

 

I. Circle the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.  

1.  A. decision   B. sure                 C. measure                D. vision 

2. A. hot   B. pot      C. bottle     D. sport 

3. A.sausage             B. sauce                 C.aunt                       D.laundry 

4. A. exhibition  B. question     C. collection    D. tradition 

II. Put the words given into the correct columns. 

milk, meat, tomato, lemon, apple,, onion, 

                      banana,  water, egg, rice, . 

Countable Nouns Uncountable Nouns 

.................................................................. 

................................................................... 

................................................................... 

................................................................         

................................................................         

................................................................ 

III. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences.  

1. __________ bananas are there on the table.     (How many / How much / What /Where) 

2. Hoa hates apples and Thanh doesn’t, _______ (and / too/ either / but) 

3. He is different _________ his brother.   (from / as / same ) 

4. There is _________ rice left from lunch.   (some / a / any  /an ) 

5. There aren’t ___________eggs in the fridge. (a / any / some / or ) 

6. _________ water do you drink every day?   (How many / How much / When / Who) 

7. I look forward __________ you there.   (see /  seeing / to  seeing / to see)  

8. What is your favourite ________? - It is beef noodles soup. (drink / food / vegetables /milk) 

IV. Read the passage, and then answer the questions. 

There are many activities after school hours in Lan’s school, so she and her classmates can 

take part in them. Lan and Mai join the school theater group and they are also the members of 

the stamp collectors’ club. They are rehearsing a play for the Teacher’s Day. Hung and Tuan 

are members of the school sport club. They play for the school football team. Ha and Thanh 

are the members of the school art club, and they want to be good artists one day in the future. 

1. What are they doing now? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who are the members of the stamp collectors’ club? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who plays for the school football team? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Do Hung and Tuan want to be good artists  one day ? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

V. Read the following passage then decide if the statements are true or false. 

Vietnamese people of have three meals a day – breakfast, lunch and dinner. People in the  



countryside usually have rice with meat or fish and vegetables for breakfast but people in  

the cities often have light breakfast with a bowl of Pho or instant noodles or sticky rice before 

going to work. For lunch, they often have rice, meat, fish and vegetables. People in the 

countryside often have lunch at home but people in the cities often have lunch at the canteens 

or at the food stalls. Most people prepare their dinner at home. They eat many kinds of meat, 

seafood, fish, fresh vegetables and rice. Many people say dinner is the main and the best meal 

of the day. 

Statements True False 

1. Vietnamese people often have three meals a day   

2. People in the countryside usually have rice with meat or fish and vegetables 

for breakfast 

  

3. People in the cities often have big breakfast before going to work   

4. People in the countryside often have lunch at the canteens or at the food 

stalls  

  

VI. Make the sentences as directed. 

1. Classical music is interesting. Folk music is interesting.    (as…….as ) 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

2. I am a singer. He is a singer.    (too) 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

3. I don’t like pop music. He doesn’t like pop music.    (either) 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

4.  This car/ be/ different/ that car          (Viết thành câu hoàn chỉnh) 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

VII. Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

1. together/Beat the eggs/ flour, and milk/ with sugars,  

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

2. at a time / into the pan /pour ¼ cup of the mixture  

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

3. over a medium heat/ Heat the oil/  in a frying pan/ 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

4. the pancake /Serve/ some/with  /vegetables 

    ……………….……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRADE 7 – PRATICE TEST 4 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 

other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions 

Question1:  
 A.  booked B.  talked C.  watched D.  naked 

Question2:  
 A.  safety B.  plane C.  traffic D.  station 

Question3:  
 A.  mention  B.  helicopter C.  enter D.  vehicle 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the 

position of primary stress in each of the following questions 

Question4:  
 A.  teacher B.  famous C.  machine D.  father 

Question5:  
 A.  pleasure B.  birthday C.  enjoy D.  cowboy 

Question6:  
 A.  visit B.  obey C.  listen D.  borrow 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions 

Question7:  The end of the film was so ……………. . 

 A.  move B.  moved C.  moving D.  movable 

Question8:  I am very …………….with that novel. 

 A. bore B.  boring C.  boringly D.  bored 

Question9:  There are some differences ……………. British English and America English. 

 A.  among B.  of C.  between D.  from 

Question10:  La Tomatina is a ……………. festival to celebrate the tomato harvest. 

 A.  season B.  seasonal  C.  year D.  annually 

Question11:  The film was so boring. ……………., Jack saw it from beginning to end.  

 A.  However B.  Though C.  Therefore D.  Although 

Question12:  I went to see the film ……………. feeling really tired. 

 A. Despite B.  In spite C.  Although D.  Despite of 

Question13:  Did she ……………. your neighbor? Dis she live next door to you? 

 A.  used to B.  use to C.  use to be D.  used to be 

Question14:  When I was a child, I …………….anyone 40 was old. 

 A.  was used to think    B.  used to think             C.  use to think           D.  used to 

thinking 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of 

the following sentences 

Question15:  
I used to learning English when I was 8 years old. 

 A  B  C  D  

Question16:  



Look! That man tries  to open the door of your car. 

 A  B  C  D  

Question17:  
 Swimming can be fun  and accident can happen . 

 A  B  C  D  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSET in meaning to the underlined 

word(s)  

Question18:  This festival takes places in Quang Ninh province. 

 A.  happens B.  joins C.  performs D.  participates in 

Question19:  I will take the new job whose salary is fantastic. 

 A.  reasonable B.  pretty high C.  acceptable D.  wonderful  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s)  

Question20:  He decided not to buy the fake watch and wait until he had more money. 

 A.  authentic  B.  faulty C.  not real D.  original 

Question21:  Which ones do you think would be difficult for blind and deaf people? 

 A.  slight  B.  easy C.  soft D.  light 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the 

following exchanges 

Question22:  The final exam was so terrible. I was stress. I want to relax now. How about 

going to the cinema tonight? - ………………………. 

 A.  Hey B.  Great idea C.  I understand D.  Right 

Question23:  Read the passage and write T (True) or False (F) for each sentence. 

TET – LUNAR NEW YEAR 

The Vietnamese people celebrate the New Year (Tet) on the first three days of January 

according to the lunar calendar on these days, they often paint and decorate their houses. They 

buy a lot of fruits, flowers and make many delicious dishes. They make sticky rice cakes 

because they are their traditional cakes. People who work a long distance away try to get home 

on these days. On the first day of Tet, people often offer these good fruits and food to their 

ancestors and after that the whole families enjoy the food. They also visit pagodas, temples, 

their relatives and friends. Children are very happy to get money from the adults. There are a 

lot of traditional games and contests at Tet such as rice-cooking, fire-making, water-fetching, 

buffalo-fighting, ect. They are really interesting. People are playing and enjoying themselves 

very much on this vacation. 

 A.  The Vietnamese people celebrate the New Year (Tet) on the first day of January 

according to the lunar calendar.      …………… 

 B.  ‘Chung cakes’ are traditional cakes.    …………… 

 C.  At Tet, people try to return home for family reunions.  …………… 

 D.  Turkey is one of the traditional dishes at Tet.   …………… 

 E.  People often paint and decorate their house after Tet.  …………… 

* Answer the questions: 

Do you like Lunar New Year? Why and why not? 



  .......................................................................................................................................................  

  .......................................................................................................................................................  

Rewrite the sentences so that it has a similar meaning to the first one. Do not change the 

given words in any ways 

Question24:  It took her nearly an hour to do the crossword (spent) 

 ...........................................................................................................................................  
Question25:  What is the distance between your house and your school?  (far) 

 ...........................................................................................................................................  
Question26:  Although the weather was bad, we still went camping yesterday. (In spite) 

  .......................................................................................................................................  

Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, beginning with 

the given words 

Question27:  Lan didn’t go to school yesterday because she was sick. 

-> Because of.......................................................................................................................   

Question28:  Trung usually borrows his brother’s motorbike. 

-> What ............................................................................................................................... ? 

Question29:  My uncle drove to work some years ago, but now he doesn’t.  

-> My uncle used ................................................................................................................  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRADE 7 – PRATICE TEST 5 

 

I. Choose one word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from others.  

1. A. purpose  B. second  C. bottles  D. collect 

2. A. kite  B. cookie  C. hike   D. knite 

3. A. rulers  B. lamps  C. knives  D. rooms 

  

II. Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the others.  

4. A. visit  B. study  C. finish  D. enjoy 

5. A. mother  B. English  C. classroom  D. eraser 

1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  

 

III. Choose A, B, C or D to complete each of the following sentences. ( 2,5 pts ) 
6. The doctor says my father will be ill …………… he stops smoking. 

A. until  B. when   C. unless  D. if 

7. The coffee isn’t very sweet. I’ll add some more …………… . 

A. salt   B. pepper   C. sugar  D. lemon 

8. Ba wants to lose weight, …………… he began jogging last Sunday. 

A. or   B. and    C. but   D. so 

9. We often organise concerts to …………… funs for poor children. 

A. donate  B. raise   C. grow  D. rise 

10. Vietnamese people have had the …………… of helping one another since the early day of 

the country. 

A. custom  B. legend   C. tradition  D. religion 

6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

 

IV. Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

11. My mother often ( fly ) …………… to Ho Chi Minh City on business. 

12. The children ( play ) …………… soccer in the school yard at the moment. 

13. - Where …………… you ( go ) …………… last Sunday?  - We just stayed at home. 

14. They ( live ) …………… in this town for ten years. 

15. There are many places worth ( see ) …………… in Ha Noi. 

11.  12.  13.  14.  15.  

     

V. Rewrite the following sentences so as their meanings are the same as the first ones. 

16. I find collecting stamps interesting. 

 My hobby …………………………………………………………………………….. 

17. It’s a good idea to eat a lot of fruit and vegetables every day. 

 We ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

18. Nobody plays this piece of music as beautifully as my sister does. 

 My sister ………………………………………………………..……………………. 

19. Van’s brother often goes to work by motorbike.   ( rides ) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 



20. Tom’s friends gave him a lot of presents on his birthday.  ( given ) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

VI.  Read the passage and choose the best answers to complete the sentences. 

Long time ago, there were no universities in Viet Nam. Until 1076, Emperor Ly Nhan Tong ( 

21 ) ………. to build one- the Imperial Academy. It is considered the first ( 22 ) ………. in 

Viet nam. The university was a great success and thousands of Vietnamese scholars graduated 

from this university. 

In modern ( 23 ) ………., the Imperial Academy continues to grow and receive recognition. 

Many old ( 24 ) ………. were reconstructed in 1999. In 2003, four statues ( Ly Thanh Tong, 

Ly Nhan Tong, Le Thanh Tong, and Chu Van An ) were built. In 2010, the 82 Doctors’ stone 

tablets ( 25 ) ………. by UNESCO. 

21. A. decided  B. wanted   C. asked  D. liked 

22. A. school   B. college   C. university  D. library 

23. A. day   B. time   C. week  D. year 

24. A. houses   B. homes   C. buildings  D. cottages 

25. A. were recognised B. was recognised  C. is recognised D. are recognised 

21.  22.  23.  24. 25. 

 

VII. Complete the following passage and decide which ones are True ( T ) or False ( F ). 

Vietnamese people often have three meals a day – breakfast at about 7.00 a.m to 8.00 a.m, 

lunch at about 11.00 to 12.00, and dinner from 6 to 8 p.m. People in the countrysides usually 

have rice with meat or fish and vegetables for breakfast but people in the cities often have light 

breakfast with a bowl of pho or instant noodles or sticky rice before going to work. For lunch, 

they often have rice, meat, fish, and vegetables. People in the coutrysides often have lunch at 

home but people in the cities often have lunch at the canteen or at the small food stalls. Almost 

people prepare their dinner at home. They eat many kinds of meat, seafood, fish, fresh 

vegetables and rice. Many people say dinner is the main and the best meal of the day. 

26. People in the countrysides usually have rice with meat or fish and vegetables for breakfast. 

27. People in the cities often have big breakfast before going to work. 

28. People in the countrysides often have lunch at the canteens or at the small food stalls. 

29. Almost people cook their dinner at home. 

30. According to some people, dinner is the best meal of the day.  

26.  27.  28.  29.  30.  

 
 

 

 


